LEMMA 1. In a smooth space X, the norming map N:X-*S*{J {0} has the following properties, where £* is the unit sphere of X*.
(
1) N(x) is the only element of S* such that N(x)(x) -\\x\\ if xΦO.
(2) Proof. Suppose E and F are norm 1 projections on X with EX =
FX. ΎhenEF = Fand FE^E so that E-F=E(I-F) = F(E-I). If E Φ F, there is an x such that 0 Φ \\Ex -Fx\\ -N(Ex -Fx)(Ex -Fx) = N(E(I -F)x){Ex) -N(F(E -I)x)(Fx) = N(E(I -F)x){x) -N(F(E -I)x){x) = 0 , a contradiction.
We wish to thank the referee for sharpening the following two lemmas into their present form and for suggesting lines of proof.
THEOREM 7. A subspace of a rotund space can be the null manifold of at most one norm 1 projection.
Proof. Suppose E and F are distinct norm 1 projections on a rotund space X, with the same null manifold N. Then there is an element x in the range of E that is not in the range of F. Then x -y + w where y is the range of F, w is in N, and x and y are not linearly dependent. Proof. If #* eN(EX Π S), then there is a norm 1 vector x such that x* = iV(aO and JSfc = x. Then E*N(x)(y) = N(Ex)(Ey) = N(Ex)(y) = #*(#) by Lemma 5 for all y in X; hence, #* e E*X* n JV(S).
If X is rotund and &* e E^X* Π #(5), then £* = JVfc) where J|a?|| = 1 and E*(N(x)) -#(&). Then Ex 11. ||g + Ex\\ g ||g|| = N(x)(x) + N(x)(x) -N(x)(x) + (E*N(x))(x) = Then ||g|| + \\Ex\\ = ||a? + JS»|| and α? = Ex by rotundity and the fact that E is a projection.
The last statement follows from results of James [7] and BishopPhelps [2] .
2Φ ^'-projections* Throughout this section, ^~ denotes a fixed, but arbitrary, strictly increasing continuous function from the set of nonnegative real numbers into itself.
DEFINITION. An Jt"-projection on a Banach space X is a projection E on X for which ^{\\x\\) = ^(\\Ex\\) + ^{\\{I -E)x\\) for all x in X. 
for all x in X.
REMARK. If E is an ^"-projection, then \\a + δ||, where a is any norm 1 vector in EX and b is any norm 1 vector in (I -E)X, is constant at j^-^j^l) 
jT(\\E β x -E θ x\\) = J^(\\E β x\\) -
And from this Proof. Let E and F be two ^""-projections and xeX.
Then decomposing Ex into F and then E components, applying Clarkson's inequality, and simplifying (using Lemma 9) we obtain
x\\) = JT(\\EFEX\\) + JT{\\E{I-F)Ex\\) + jr(\\(i -E)FEx\\) + jr(||(I _ E )(I -F)Ex\\) ll2jr(\\EFEx + E(I-F)Ex) ||) + 1/2J^{\\EFEx-E{I-F)Ex\\) -E)FEx + (/-E)(I-F)Ex\\) -E)FEx -(I -E)(I -F)Ex\\) l/2jr(\\EFEχ _ E(I-F)Ex + (I-E)FEx -(I-E)(I -F)Ex\\) = ll2jΓ(\\Ex\\) + l/2&-(\\FEx -(I -F)Ex\\) = lβJ^(\\Ex\\) + 1/2^-(\\FEx + (I-F)Ex\\) = J?-(\\Ex\\) .

This implies equality in Clarkson's inequality for the vectors (/ -E)FEx and (I -E)(I -F)Fx: -E)FEx\\) + ^"(||(f -E)(I -F)Ex\\) -E)FEx + (I -E)(I -F)Ex\\) -E)FEx -(I-E)(I -F)Ex\\)
. for any x and any two .^"-projections E and F. Replacing E and F by (I -E) and F yields F(I -E)x = (I -E)F{I -E)x; whence EFx = EFEx. Therefore FEx = EFx and so E and F commute.
REMARK. Consider J^(λ) = X p for a fixed p,l ^ P < °°-An "-projection for such an j^~ is called an Z/-projection. Cunningham [4] If & is a Boolean algebra of projections on X and x is in X, let S(x; &) denote the cycle generated by x and &\ that is, the closed subspace of X generated by THEOREM 
Let & be a Boolean algebra of Jf -projections on a Banach space X that is smooth and reflexive, and let xeX. Then S(x; &) is the range of a (unique) norm 1 projection that commutes with &.
Proof. Let π denote the set of all partitions of x by &*; that is, finite subsets {E l9 , E n } of & such that E { E 5 = 0 if iφ j and (ViEi)(x) = ^ΣjiEiX = x. The set {/} is such a partition. Order π by setting g"rj^ if, given A in Ssf there is an E in g? such that AE -A. This " is refined by " relation r is reflexive, anti-symmetric, transitive, and it directs the set π. Indeed, if {E 19 , E n } and {A lf , A m } are partitions of x, then one common refinement is the set of EιA ά such that EiA ό x Φ 0.
For each partition gf of x, define T(ξ?)(y) = Σ (Ee ξf)(N(Ex)(y)/ \\Ex\\)Ex for all y in X. The transformation T(&) is obviously linear;
that it is a projection on X is an immediate consequence of the fact that for E and 
\\[N(Ex)(y)/\\Ex\\]Ex\\ = \N(Ex)(y)\ = \N(Ex)(Ey)\ £\\Ey\\.
From this,
&)Ey\\) = ϊf)(N(Ex)(y)/\\Ex\\)Ex\\) = j^(|| Ί\&)y\\) .
Consequently \\T(ξf)y\\ £\\y\\.
In order to apply Theorem 12, we must show that T{J*f)T ( Each measurable set E gives rise to the characteristic projection
